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S.O. Aids Education, Health, Farms Senate Votes A young girl from India writes, All possible recipients are sent 
"I am truly thankful to the Al- letters which inquire into the fi. 
B mighty for enabling me to experi- nancial situation, purpose and spe- oston ence the joy of the college life cial plans of theiir organization. 
which is mostly brought by the S.O. primarily chooses groups 
love and generosity of people like which do not already have nation­
you." wide sponsorship and which repre-
To Liberalize 
Overnights Area 
The girl attends Lady Doak Col- sent a desire for progress. 
lege in Madurai, India and the let- Allocations are World-wide 
ter is addressed to the Wellesley Educational allocaticns, under College Service Organization. 
the direction of rancy Sutliff '64, 
include such places as Kobe College 
Continued on Page Six 
Senate approved unanimously a 
proposed change in Boston area 
over-night permissions Tuesday 
night. 
Presented by Laura Wick '64, 
Chairman of House Presidents' 
Council, the revision reads: 
Students staying at the approved 
hotels Friday or Saturday nights 
may return to the hotel at their 
own discretion, in compliance with 
the hotel's closing hour, provided 
they present written parental per­
mission. Upperclassmen may pre­
sent permission annually; freshmen 
must present permission upon each 
occasion for such privileges. Stu­
dents may register for the hotel 
Fund Drive to be held Nov. 4-8. 
Lady Doak is one of the many 
educational organizations which 
benefit from contributions made 
to the annual S.O. fund drive. This 
year's drive will be held ov. 4-8 
and has as its goal $10,000. The 
money raised will go to approxi­
mately 30 groups, under the cate­
gories of Educational, World and 
American Allocations. 
Indian To Present Hindu View of Modern Christianity 
As Subject for 1963 Interfaith Forum November 
•
Ill
Selection of fund recipients be­
gan last May and will continue 
through the first semester. Stu­
dents are urged to make sugges­
tions if they feel a worthy group 
has not ¥et been considered. 
Kick-off Dinner Planned 
The kick-off •'inner for the drive 
will be held ov. 4 at 6 p.m. in 
Cazenave Hall. Miss Lucetta Mow­
ry will speak on several education­
al institution to which S.b. do­
nates and which she visited on her 
sabbatical leave. S.O. members and 
other interested students are in­
vited. 
A Hindu's quest to understand logic for the past nine years in 
the esscnsc of modern Christianity India, Mr. Roa is presently con­
has inspired the topic for this cerned with the field of compara­
year's Interfaith Forum to be held tive religions. His master's thesis, 
Nov. 6: "Christianity, A Private "Ghandi's Concept of Reverence for 
Affair or Church Property: A Hin- all Religions," was written in 1960 
du View of Christ." under the Ghandi Peace Fellowship 
K.L.S. Roa, a doctorate candidate and is ueing published this year. 
at the World Religion Center, will As a Hindu, Mr. Roa brings with 
be the evening's speaker. Educated him the concept of individuality 
in India, Mr. Roa is one of 20 for- in religion. Seeing religion as man 
eigners who was chosen on the searching within themselves to find 
hasi of personal background and the self or divine, he is concerned 
interests to study at the renter, with a lack of individual participa­
which is associated with Harvard tion and contemplation in Christi-
University. anity. 
Versed in Comparative Religions Sees Christianity as Structured
Having taught philosophy and His feeling is that the Christian 
Henry V To Play Tomorrow 
"For Olivier, new stature; for 
l
will be shown tomorrow at 7:30 
Shakespeare, a new splendour in Jewett. 
37 times and is "eager to see it 
again." 
idea of community has become so 
structured that it excludes what 
was originally meant in the teach­
nigs of Jesus. In this sense, he 
speaks with modern American the­
ologians, who are calling for a rad­
ical change in the church. 
Yet it is naturally out of the 
Hindu tradition that he calls for 
this change. Noting that "In the 
Hindu tradition the approach to 
truth is broad, based on progres­
sive discoveries of the ever expand­
ing vision and experience of the 
divine," he protests against being 
told that he cannot understand 
Christianity without being a mem­
ber of the church. 
Audience Participation Urged 
Mr. Roa has spoken at Harvard 
Divinity School and at the World 
Religion Center and is known to 
be a controversial speaker because 
of his willingness to take a radical 
stand. As the only speaker at the 
Continued on Page Four 
college floor either �hrough the 
Director of Residence 24 hours in 
advance, or privately, before 10:00 
p.m. of the eevning for which they
register, or earlier if so required
by the hotel.
It will go into effect the week­
end of November 8, 9. The ·change 
was passed with a minimum of dis­
cussion. Senate voted to extend 
the privilege to freshmen, although 
the original proposal, drawn up by 
House Presidents' Council, did not 
do so. 
Several technical points relating 
to the change were made clear: 1) 
A girl may still stay at one of the 
approved hotels without parental 
permission, provided she returns at 
the regular dorm hours. The pro­
cedure for doing so will continue 
as in the past. 2) Regardless of the 
time of her return to the hotel, a 
girl must sign in, either on a card 
issued to her by the Director of 
Residence, if she registered 
through her office, or on a card 
provided at the hotel, if she regis­
tered privately. These will be re­
turned to the college. 
The form of the letters of per­
mission will be available from the 
House Presidents and the Village 
Juniors, probably by the end of 
the week. Mrs. Eleanor M. Tenney, 
Director of Residence, will distri­
bute notices of the approved hotels, 
their facilities and rates, and their 
restrictions on time of registration 
and return, if any. 
Continued on Page Three 
. .. The movies have produced Henry Vis considered by many 
another of their rare great works 
l
the greatest movie ever made. 
of art," Time proclaimed upon Mr. Paul Barstow, Director of 
the premier of Henry V, which the Wellesley Theatre, has seen it 
Annual "Bleetshall" Game 
A Shakespearean "Spectacular" 
The $2,000,000 film of the he­
roic, patriotic play was made dur­
ing the war under the auspices of 
the British government. Many 
members of the cast, including 
Laurence Olivier, who plays the 
title role, were called out of the 
army to perform. The cast also 
includes Renee Asherton as Prin­
cess Katherine, Leslie Banks, Rob­
ert Newton, Ernest Thesiger, Max 
Adrian, and Esmond Knight. 
MTA Offers 'Number 5' For Weekdays 
Dartmouth Is In Town Again, Fun, Girls, Fun. 
The movie begins by panning 
on Shakespearean London, then 
gives a backstage view of the 
theatre. The first scene is enacted 
on an Elizabethean stage, but the 
rest of the play is produced as a 
regular movie which includes a 
battle scene which Mr. Barstow 
considers among the greatest in 
Artistic Merits 
The movie "starts a photogra­
phic stage play" and develops to 
"epic sweep and grandeur," Mr. 
Barstow feels. However, he con­
tinues, its achievement lies "not 
in what the camera does but in 
what the people do in front o! 
the camera." Thus he feels that it 
is not the greatest movie ever 
made because, unlike t h o s e 
movies which the newly formed 
film society is attempting to 
bring to Wellesley, "it is not a 
filmic film." 
Upon Mr. Barstow'.s request the 
Student Entertainment Commit­
tee is sponsoring this movie in 
addition to its regular program 
which this year includes such !choices as The King and I and 
Three Faces of Eve. 
by Susan Lockwood '64 
Those who travel to and from 
Cambridge and Wellesley will find 
their time and money saved by Ex­
perimental Bus Number 5. 
The new service enables frequent­
ers of the MT A and Park Street 
Under t6 save twenty cents and to 
cut travelling time by approximate­
ly fifteen minutes. 
Instead of taking bus, MTA, and 
train, which costs 65c, commuters 
can now take the bus, a ten cent 
ride on the MTA, and a ten cent 
ride on the Experimental Bus for 
a total of forty-five cents, on any 
day except Saturday, Sunday, or 
holidays. 
Convenient Hours 
The bus originates at Ashmont 
Station in Dorchester and Harvard 
Square. The route traverses eight 
cities and towns, including Cleve­
land Circle, where it stops at Res­
ervoir Station on the Riverside line. 
The first bus leaves Reservoir at 
6:40 a.m. and Harvard Square at 
7:04 a.m. It runs every ten minutes 
from Reservoir until 9:29 a.m.; from 
Harvard Square until 9:51 a.m.; 
every fifteen minutes from Reser­
voir until 4:59 p.m.; from Harvard 
Square until 5:21 p.m.; every ten 
minutes from Reservoir until 7:24 
p.m.; from Harvard Square until
7:41 p.m.; and every fifteen min­
utes from Reservoir until 11:44
p.m.; from Harvard Square until
12:01 a.m. 
Some people who have tried the 
new route report that travel is 
Continued on Page Three 
Greek Department 
To Show 'Oresteia' 
A film version of the Oresteia, 
Aeschylus' famous trilogy, will be 
show in Pendleton Hall on Tues­
day, November 5, at 7:30 p.m. 
The plays are being presented 
by Randolph-Macon Women's Col­
lege and will be spoken in ancient 
Greek with an English commen­
tary. Randolph-Macon is the only 
other women's college in the coun­
try, besides Wellesley, that per­
forms plays In Greek. 
The production stresses the im­
portance of the dance in the 
Greek theatre. This aspect of the 
film will be pursued by the chor· 
eographer of the Oresteia, Profes­
sor Eleanor Struppa, of Ran­
dolph-Macon, in a discussion the 
following day, Wednesday, No­
vember 6, at 4:40 p.m. in Jewett 
Auditorium. 
Miss McCarthy of the Greek 
Department promises that this 
movie should be of great interest 
to more than just the classicists 
and devotees of the dance in the 
college community, as the musi­
cality of the Greek conveys the 
poetry of the plays without an 
understanding of the language. 
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Lih1·ary-Part I Loeb's "Inspector General" A Moderate Success; 
Comedy of Corruption and Confusion Defines Man Que stions concerning the why and wherefore of the library hours are very of ten discussed among students, but in 
recent years the matter has not been brought to th e fore -
ground. This year , howe ver , enough queries have reached by Ellen Jaffe '66 sioner of Public Welfare, and David 
News to indicate that there is a general student interest in a Nikolay Gogol's comedy, The Dunton as Postmaster Shpek.in, all 
The combination of realism, sa· 
tire and farce is maintained deftly 
in the first three acts, but in the 
last two (which, on the stage, seem 
merged), the actors seem carried 
away by slapstick, and squander 
the climax. The stunning last scene 
is almost anti-climactic, for the 
suspense has slackened during all 
the preceding energy. 
re\'i ew and in\' estigation of the reflulations. Ins pector General has a new look convey different types of self-in-
1 b k N · 1 d 11 f d at Harvard's Loeb Drama Center. terest. n su sequent we e ' S ews w1 con uc t a po o stu ent Th 1 . . h M',staken ldent·,ty th f lib h d h h e p ay, written m t e 1830's, opinion on e qu estion o · rary ours to etermine w et er is still set in a provincial Russian In their eagerness, these men 
or not a change or modification of the ru les would be bene- town of 1937, but the modern idiorr, mistake a penniless young dandy, 
f icial. in Paul Schmidt's new translation about to be evicted from the hotel, 
Specific objections to the pr esent library hours focus on emphasizes the contemporaneity of £or the Inspector. There is a very 
the dinn er and Saturda y eve ning closing hours . For the sake the situation. Government is still funny scene in which the Mayor 
of spac e and clari ty, News will consider the dinner hour clos- corrupt, ai:id appearance and reali- tries to win the favor of the young 
ina in th is editorial and the Saturday evenina closing in next ty are st~ll hopel_essly confused. man, who is trying equally hard 
n n The best t d t t th 1 to get in the good graces of the 
week's paper. · 1~ ro uc wn ° e P ay Mayor. Translator Paul Schmi'dt ca-
The play is presented in an at-
mosphere of exuberance. It is a 
lively, spirited comedy, whose 
"moral" should emerge through the 
action and characterization. The 
plot, incidentally, is based on an 
actual experience of Alexander 
Pushkin, the Russian writer, who 
helped Gogol develop as an author. 
'v k h · · 1 h l'b is the Russian proverb on the pro-e want to now w y 1t IS necessary.to c o~e t e 1 rary gram: "Don't blame the mirror if vorts slyly as dandy, who is actual-
at 5:45 p .m . At that hour , when regulations direct that all your face is a mess." ly a clerk named Khlestakov. 
students leave the library , man y are engrossed in their work. c ti . th R I He (naturally) has a clever. ser-But lea ve th ey must , and b y 7 o.m. or earlier , they are ready orrup on ,s e u e vant, Osip, played by Edwin Hol-
to com e back and use th e facilitie s. Instead they must wait , The Insp ector General shows us stein. Peter Skolnik and Tony Cor-
often on the steps outsid e the door , until the library reopens the complacent Mayor and Admin- bett , as Dobchinksi and Dobchinski, 
at 7:15 p .m ., an hour and a half aft er it has been locked uu . istrators of a small town, thrown local landowners who differ only into a turmoil by the expecte!l visit in appearance, add more humor, 
Keepin g th e librar y op en for stuc!ent use during the din- of a government inspector from St. Joan Tolentino and Laura Ester-
ner hour would allow us to en d our studying at our own dis - Petersburg. Their philosophy, if it man are dynamic as the Mayor's 
cre tion . Th e two for esPeabl e problems with regard to keeping may be so dignified, is that bribery wife and daughter, two women 
the librai·v op en - on e econom• .c, the other medical - can be and •other forms of corruption are who rival each other in their true 
effectiv elv resolv ed. all right as long as you aren't homeliness and their imagined 
Man as a Soc:ial Anim al 
The set of the Mayor's house is 
especially interesting because of 
the many clocks on the wall, each 
telling a different time. The second 
set, a bleak hotel room, also helps 
establish the mood. The costumes 
make the play a visual delight. 
Additional staffing for the dinner hour would probably caught - and the way not to get glamor. 
in \'ol ve two stud ents who could eat with th e wait-on airJs be- caught is to bribe the Inspector 
It is important to remember that 
"Blind Mouths" the men and women in The lnspec· 
n General. 
fore com ing to the librar y . Thos e staff members responsible David Rittenhouse (who played Blinded by their greed, and made tor Genera l, unlike the characters desperate by their prior folly, these in many modern plays, are primar-
characters all try to outsmart each ily social creatures . There is no 
other. The clerk proves to be the hero, no villain, nor even an "anti-
most skillful. When the plot is final- hero." Society itself is being in-
ly uncovered, the helpless Mayor spected; the writer, presumably, is 
turns to the audience and growls, an Inspector General who hasn't 
for shutt ing down the librarv at 5:45 o.m . and reopening it at Falstaff last spring) was excellent 
7:15 p.m . would be free to do other work. as the smug and stupid Mayor, who 
Anoth er conc ern might be for the hea lth of tl1e stud ents . p:·ayed to God to "arrange things." 
"You're laughing at yourselves." taken a bribe. 
With th e library op en during dinner hour , it mie:ht be feared Richard Gottlieb as Khlopov, Su-
that manv girls would skio dinner often enough to endanger perintendent of Schools, Mark 
their h ealth. News does not hPlieve that this woulrl han11Pn. Bramhall as Zemlyanika, Commis-
Tf a c:tudent felt that she woul~ like to stav during: dinner she ------- - - ---'- - --- ---------'------------
could 1--uv a sandwich at th e El -Table or the Well. ~c II 
Tf th e News su rvey of ouiri ion SlHnrests that stu<len tc; have o ege 
a definite de sire and need for an extension of the library 
hours , the librarv has indicated that the chanee may be under -
Girl' ~The Group' • Ill 
taken on a trial basis. 
Fa~ulty Show 
A deletion from the Freshman Handbook is one of the 
main causes of the current confusion about the Faculty Show. 
An earlier edition of the handbook stipulated that the faculty 
might _give a show every four years if pe t it ione d or re-
quested to do so in the spring of the previous academic year. 
The omission of this clause from recent handbooks resulted 
in an assumption that the show would automatically be given 
in the 1963-64 academic xear; no request was made last spring , 
and no show has been planned. 
Although faculty repr esentatives have announced , in re-
sponse to inquiries made th is fall, that it is too late for them 
to organi ze a production , p etitions to the faculty for a show 
are presently in circulation. 
There seems to be a fee ling on campus, which is in pa r t 
corroborated by the observations of a few faculty members , 
that part of the reason for the faculty's failure to respond to 
th e requ est for a show has been the lack of student ent husi-
asm. If this be the case , th e petition will serve a good purpose 
in correctly representing our interest, and may even achieve 
their goal. 
In pre !::sing our suit, however, we should bear in mind 
that the purpose of Facu lty Show is chiefly to promote fel-
lowship between faculty and students; if the faculty does not 
wish to surrender its time (or, perhaps , its digni ty), high-pres-
sure tactics on our part will promo te little but general'embar-
rassment. 
All of us, especially seniors, hope to have the oppo rtunity 
this year to enjoy the disp lay of facu lty talen t we have an-
ticipated ; we hope, however, that studen ts and faculty alike 
will appreciate petitions are requests only as a m eans of in -
dicating our enthusiasm , not as an attempt at coercion . 
Wellesley College News 
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by Virgin ia Kelley .'64 ment and has an affair with an- lengths, for example, to describe 
The style and subject of The other party member; Miss McCar- Polly Andrews' game-playing fami-
Group have qualified it to Jom thy:'s final comment on the uncom· ly, which has little bearing on Pol-
The Catcher in the Rye and Lo ra prehendingness of political zealots ly's affair with a married man or 
of the Flies on the meagre list of is made when Polly Andrews' batty her problems with her delightful 
current novels that are read and/or father becomes a Trotskyite. father , who suffers from "melan-
discussed by great numbers of un- Artis tic: Uneven ness cholia" (manic depression). 
dergraduates. Th 1 b · · h h d Men Are Rats e nove egins wit t e we - The husbands and lovers of the Critical estimation of the novel ding of Kay and ends with her 
varies; however received, though, death, a probable suicide; in each Group are shown, with only one ex. 
Mary McCarthy's chronicle of the of these scenes the reactions of ception, to be Awful People; the 
after-college experiences of eight each of the other Group members exception is Polly, who marries 
Vassar girls is of particular inter- present are explored. The novel after . an affair with .an ineffect~al 
est to those of us whose during- does not, however, successfully married mai: who 18 undergoing 
college experience parallels theirs. maintain interest in all of its hero- psychoanalysis. The 0.nlf ' _Gr~up 
Problems Comprehensible 
And although the book is set in 
the thirties, this distancing of its 
action makes it in no way less com-
prehensible to this generation. The 
Depression has had little effect on 
the protagonists, six of whom come 
from the Social Register, except 
perhaps to make some of them 
think themselves aware of the prob-
lem of the working class. 
This concern provides for a treat-
ment of confused fanaticism for 
various polit ical movements: Har-
ald, the husband of one of the girls, 
is involved with the Socialist move-
ines member who escapes v1ctim1zahon 
· . at the hands of the male species is 
Concentration on Kay, the ex. one who is discovered at the very 
tremist of the Group, is valid. Her end of the book to have become a 
life repre~ents subscription to the Lesbian. Although this development 
sup¥.ose~ i~1eals of the age: she has is effective in portraying the des-
n_o family to speak of and mar- perateness communicated, th e 
ries an u1,1successful man_ of the shock of it seems a fairly cheap 
theatre, ~1th W?om she_ hves ':le- trick on the author's part, especial· 
fore she ~s married; she is v~ry m- ly as it follows an equally shocking 
terested m psychology and is ter- development in Kay's death. 
ribly "frank". Despite its artistic flaws, how, 
In her description of the lives of ever, The Group is a novel worth 
the others, however, Miss McCarthy reading, even buying, if only as a 
sometimes strays from purposeful kind of reference book for identi-
comment to caustic, though enter- fication of our own particular 
taining, description; she goes to agonies. 
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Chinese 
"The players on the Chinese 
stage communicate with the audi-
ence directly all of the time," said 
Joan Hau, narrator for the Hu 
Troupe performance of Chinese 
opera. 
Such communication was estab-
lished last Friday in Alumnae Hall 
by the players' expressive facial 
movements, intricate foot and 
hand work, and elegant yet deli-
cately color costumes. The Hu 
Troupe, from Hong Kong, is com-
posed of two brothers, Hu Yung-
fang and Hu Chin-tao, and their 
sister Hu Hung-yen. All three were 
trained in China, have toured the 
Philippines, Malaya, Singapore and 
Indonesia, and were the only Pei-
ping troupe to remain in Hong 
Kong rather than return to the 
mainland . 
Opens with Demonstration 
The evening opened with a ges-
ture demonstration by Hu Hung-
yen of the major actions in the se-
lection which followed from the 
opera Mu Ko Fortr ess. This opera 
tells the story of an invading army 
which needs a special piece of 
wood from the Fortress of Mu Ko 
in order to defeat the enemy . The 
scene presented by Hu Hung-yen 
and Hu Chin-tao, shows the hand-
some son of the Marshal as he 
fights with the lady Mu Kwei-ying 
in order to gain possession of the 
wood. She, taken by him, persuades 
him to marry her. 
A very beautiful piece of singing 
and graceful dance followed in a 
selection from the opera Goddess 
Dancers Pe rforn1 
Runs to the Moon, performed by 
Hu Yung-fang. The story is told of 
a Chinese empress who drinks a 
potion owned by her husband , 
which enables her to fly. To escape 
his fury, she flies to the moon and 
is crowned Queen of the Moon by 
the Goddess of Goddesses. 
From "Drunken Empress" 
In a third selection, from the 
opera The Drunken Empress, Hu 
Yung-fang, dressed in an ornate 
costume of red, blue, white, and 
Ribbon Dance 
gold, created the role of Yang 
Kwei-fei, favorite concubine of Em-
peror Ming Huang in 745 A.D. In 
this seen~ Yang, overcome with 
jealosy because the Emperor has 
visited the palace of anot her wom-
an, drinks herself into intoxication. 
The facial expre ssions and dancing 
portraying the slow intoxication of 
the Empress were both artistic and 
humorous movements to watch. 
Probably the most touching per-
formance of the evening was given 
by Hu Hung-yen and Hu Chin-tao 
ln a selection entitled Picking Up 
'he Jade Bra cele t, which recounts 
the story of a young scholar who 
encounters a poor but beautiful 
girl feeding chickens in her yard. 
He tries to speak with her but she 
exhibits the shyness proper for 
~very Chinese maiden. He leaves, 
!)ut places by her door a jade 
b"acelet given to him by his mother 
fer presentation to his betrothed . 
Ribbon Dance Finale 
Ending the program was a rib-
bon dance, a traditional closing in 
the Chinese theater . Changing col-
ors of light s flickered across the 
stage as Hu Yung-fang and Hu 
Hung-yen danced while manipulat-
ing fourteen -foot ribbons of blue 
and pink . 
The entire progra m reflected an 
overall delicate simplicity of idea 
coupled with intricate bodily and 
facial movement. Music, recorded 
in China by an orchestra of drums, 
cymbals, Chinese violins and other 
instrum ents, accompanied the danc-
ers. 
The troupe was brought to Wel-
lesley by the Mayling Soong 
Foundation , created in honor of 
Marlame Chiang Kai Shek in 1942 
to promote better cultural under-
sta nding between East and West. 
After appearances in New York 
during the last week of November, 
the Hu Troupe may be seen on na-
tionwide television on the "CBS 
Exploring" program January 4. 
Planning Should Anticipate Trends 
The success of a private real- tions to the public in general. 
estate company asserted David H. In locating a new plant, for in-
Bradley, Vice Pres;dent in charge stance, the corporation must con-
of Commercial Sales for Cabot, sider whether it will create a need 
Cabot, & Forbes Company, Boston, for new homes, roads , and schools, 
is dfrectly proportional to its and must cooperate with the local 
ability to place itself in the path government. 
of social and economic trends. In shutting down a plant, the 
Opening the discussion Tuesday responsible corporation must con-
night on "Private Planning for sider the inevitable unemployment 
Public Needs," the fourth in the effects . In a small Tennessee town, 
Wilson Planning Series, Mt·. Brad- DuPont replaced its old rayon 
Icy demonstrated how CC&F, a operation with a new installation 
private firm, tries to consider pub- for producing another synthetic 
lie needs in planning private in- fiber and thus helped to avoid a 
dustrial projects. grave unemployment problem. 
Central Control Not Inevitable 
Francis X . Sutton, Resident Rep-
resentative for East and Central 
Africa for the Ford Foundation, 
concluded the lecture with a dis-
cussion of the importance of the 
trend towards centralized govern-
mental planning. significant in our 
O\\'n as well as underdeveloped 
nations. 
Awareness, Translation & Success 
Planning industrial parks such as 
the ew England Center in eed-
ham, for instance, CC&F consider-
ed not only industry 's demand for 
such a park , but also such factors 
as access route and communica-
tion lines, population distribution, 
and the political climate. "Taking 
the awareness of these factor s," 
Mr. Bradley continued, "and trans-
lating it into such industrial parks " 
a the 'eed ham one - "this is 
private planning for public needs ." 
Responsible Corporation Planning 
"The primary objective of a cor-
poration ," asserted David H. Daw-
son, Vice-President, Director, and 
Member of the Executive Commit-
tee of the DuPont Company and 
the second speaker of the evening , 
"is to earn profit, and its primary 
re. ponsibility is to its sharehold-
ers ." At the same time, however , 
Mr. Dawson continued, the corpor-
ation cannot overlook its obliga-
While he recognize~ the tenden-
cy in the United States toward s 
greate r goYernmental action in 
fields which ha,·e belonged exclu-
si\·ely to private phil anthropic or-
ganizations (e.g. education and the 
Fulbri ght program) , he believes 
that there should - and will - be 
a compromise between public and 
private planning. This compromise , 
he asserted, must be based "on 
RATIONAL rather than IATIONAL 
planning." We still have, be con-
cluded , "gapping opportunities for 
private planning and public need ." 
John H. Ferguson N ew Lecture Monday Films in Boston Reveal 2 Faces of Man: 
Halloween Spirits 
To Transform Girl 
Into Evil Demons 
Professor John H. Ferguson will 
speak on "Twentieth Century De-
mands on State and Local Govern-
ments" next Monday at 7:30 p.m. 
in Pendleton Hall . 
Professor Ferguson is presently 
Chairman of the Department of 
Political Science at Pennsylvania 
State University and Director of 
the Institute of Public Administra-
tion there. He is co-author of 
American Government Today and 
Elements of American Govern-
nient. 
Formerly Professor Ferguson act-
ed as administrative secretary in 
the Office of the Governor of Penn-
sylvania, and recently served a 
term as president of the Pennsyl-
vania Political Science and Public 
Administration Association. 
MTA .. 
Continued from Page One 
faster only during the non-rush-
hour period, and that at peak traf-
fic hours it is wiser, although more 
costly, to take the old route. They 
report, too, that it is necessary to 
ask the driver in which direction 
he is going, since this is not indi-
cated on the bus. 
In cooperation with the U.S. 
Housing and Home Finance Agency 
and the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts, the MTA introduced this 
as well as two other bus lines as 
part of a mass transportation dem-
onstration experiment. Only the 
Ashmont-Harvard Square line, "the 
most ambitious of the three new 
experimental projects," will remain 
in effect for the designated one-
year period. The other s are being 
discontinued on November 23 be-
cause of lack of public response. 
According to the Massachusetts 
Transit Authority the results of 
these experiments may provide val-
uable information for those work-
ing to find a solution to the U.S. 
mass transportation p1-oblem. Con-
ceivably they could affect the allo-
cation of funds provided by the 
mass urban transit bill now in com-
mittee in Congress. 
His Inherent Evil and His Unexpected Virtue 
Lord of the Flies 
by Susan Johnson '65 
Anyone who read William Gold-
ings book, Lord of the Flies, 
would not recognize the main 
theme of tthe book in the Allen-
Hogdon cinema production. 
Although much of the Golding 
novel version is intact in the movie, 
director Peter Brook bas chosen 
to leave out the most important 
section of the book - the climactic 
scene in which the fly-infested pig's 
bead upon the stick explains the 
title of this modern allegory about 
the degeneration and demoraliza-
tion of contemporary civilization. 
Inherent Evil is Not Prevalent 
The evil "inherent in the human 
mind" is not prevalent in the minds 
or actions of the British schoolboys 
cast as the Devil's disciples . They 
do not creat a savage, sadistic so-
ciety on the deserted island, but 
rather an amusing adventureland 
on a tropical beach. 
The violent murder of Little Si-
mon the Saint lacks poignant mean-
ing because the talking pig's head 
never gets the chance to explain 
about the beast in all of us: "I am 
the Beast. You knew, didn't you? 
I'm part of you? Close, close, close! 
I'm the reason why it's no go, Why 
things are what they are?" 
Simon simply sees the pig's head, 
Senate ... 
Continued from Page One 
In other action, Senate passed 
the Choir budget and heard a re-
port from Liz Stewart '64, Presi-
dent of College Government, and 
Jo Olson '64, Senior Vice-President 
of College Government on the 
preliminary meeting of the Greater 
Boston Intercollegiate Council. The 
purpose of the meeting was to 
determine interest in forming a 
permanent organization of area 
colleges. A second meeting is plan-
ned in November. 
in the movie version, and suffers a 
confusing death on the part of the 
other young English scamps after 
the colorful but unconvincing "Kill 
the Beast" scene. 
Bizarre Atmosphere 
The producers of the movie set 
the atmosphere on the deserted 
island with proper bizarre effects. 
The 34 members of the cast parade 
t!lrough the island singing one of 
the responses in the Anglican 
church service . 
As in Golding's book, Jack, the 
head of the boys' choir, organizes 
the group into a hunting party . 
Ralph , who is elected leader of the 
band of castaway boys, carries a 
white conch shell as a symbol of 
his authority . 
Good Transition and Photo graphy 
The set filming in Puerto Rico is 
certainly effective in enhancing 
suspense as well as the sinister 
qualities of the natural atmosphere. 
The audience follows the movie 
cameras at an extremely close dis-
tance throughout the film and 
senses the rapid progression of the 
action through the abrupt but na-
tural transitions from scene to 
scene. 
At times the boys assume savage, 
allegorical faces as they eat roast 
pig and play with the vivid face 
paint . The scenes in which the boys 
find the corpse of the parachutist 
shot down in an air battle and 
when Simon's body floats slowly 
out to sea are both examples of 
very competent photography. 
Good Adventure Story 
People who have not read Gold-
ing's book will enjoy the movie as 
they will not be aware of the plot 
changes. This adventure story bolds 
the audie nce in constant suspense 
even though the original allegorical 
meaning is destroyed. 
The movie editors have failed in 
tracing the evil defects of human 
society and of the human nature, 
but they have been successful in 
producing a science fiction thriller . 
Critical movie-goers should con-
sider how hard it is to represent 
the "inherent evil nature" of school-
boy-savages before they dismiss the 
film version as a total failure. 
Lilies of the Field 
by Josephine Bergen '65 
The release of Lilies of the Field 
in early September was not timed 
to coincide with the surging of the 
civil rights movement. 
The coincidence occurred be-
cause United Artists decided to 
present their picture at several 
international film festivals over 
the summer before brin ging it to 
America . Their idea was fruitful, 
since Sidney Poitier, the film's 
star, won the top acting award at 
Berlin . 
Today, one has a tendency to 
look upon any artistic endeavor in 
which a egro is involved as a po-
tential vehicle for the furthering 
of the "Cause". Past abuses and 
the drive for equality seem always 
to be in the background of an 
analysis and understanding of con-
temporary Negro artistry, and of-
ten this is the way the Negro artist 
wants it . This film, however, has 
no crusading purpose, no great 
message for our time. The audi-
ence is never asked to forget that 
Homer Smith (Sidney Poitier) is a 
Negro, but rather to undertake to 
know him as a man rather than as 
a race symbol. 
God's Instrume nt 
Homer Smith is first seen driv-
ing along a deserted Arizona high-
way. His radiator starts to over-
heat and be is forced to turn off to 
lock for water. His search leads 
him into a small clearing where 
he suddenly finds himself face to 
face with the Mother Superior of 
an East European sisterhood of 
nuns, recently driven to America 
by the Communists . 
Mother Maria, played with intel-
ligence and warmth by Lilia Skala, 
raises her eyes heaven-ward at the 
sight of Homer and thanks God for 
sending her the instrument with 
which to built her "shape!" . Hom-
er, totally unaware of his mission, 
gets his water and starts to leave, 
but somehow he is drawn back and 
offers to stay and help the nuns 
for a day. Recalcitrant at first, he 
becomes invol\'cd in the task of 
Continued on Page Six 
by Virginia, H ic kenlooper '65 
"Arise, arise, you numberless in-
finities of souls, and to your scat-
tered bodies go." It can't help re-
minding you of what is about to 
happen tonight, as a numberless 
mass of Wellesley students say 
goodbye to their roommates, sign 
out, and, giving free vent to their 
ghoulish natures , go trick-and-
treating in the village. 
For this is the once-a-year night 
when Helen and Franny become 
Hazel and Frankenstein, not so well 
rounded as the college ideal, per-
haps, but indubitably imbued with 
competitive fervor . With true col-
legiate zest, they will storm the 
streets of white picket baricades. We 
will see them single-handedly bat-
tle the foe: an unending host of 
hungry ten year olds, the darting 
eye and the spear-like brow of par-
ental scorn. 
The portal is gained, and the goal 
is in sight. The tapered hand 
flashes in the moonlight and wrests 
its prize from children's reach! 
It is the moment of self-fulfill-
ment. Those rattles in her bag 
mean more than licorice sticks and 
candy corn. They mean that the 
dorm will be stocked with a new 
line of goodies. They mean that 
Helen and Franny will eat apples 
and popcorn instead of spaghetti 
and chicken glop. 
Meanwhile, the tricksters will be 
keeping up with the treaters. They 
will terrorize youngsters who walk 
around alone after ten . They will 
nail a sign, "Stock understocked," 
on the quaint white gate of Hatha-
way House. The more daring may 
even risk a glance through the fac-
ulty club window or jokingly leave 
L&M packages around the News 
Office. 
When the citizens of Wellesley 
arise tomorrow, their windows will 
be soaped; their candy-cornless kid-
dies will cry with hunger . An 
orange and black stripe will be 
painted down the center of the 
road they drive to work. 
But the revels of Hazel and 
Frankenstein will have ended at 
one. Tomorrow, as usual, they will 
appear, the well-scrubbed, well-
rounded, well-curled educated fe-
male. What manner of demons are 
these? What manner of man can 
scoff at evil spirits? 
Paue F01tr 
Everybody Meets 
"Under The Clock" at 
IN NE W V OR K 
In the World of New York. 
there's no more convenient 
hotel ... just a step from 
everything important. Beau· 
tifu l and spacious rooms, all 
equipped with TV. 5 great 
restaurants to choose from 
including the famous Palm 
Court and an economical 
Coffee House. The Biltmore 
is the right place to stay ... 
and these are the right 
prices to pay: 
• 
$ 5.00 
per person, 3 to a room 
• 
$5,7 5 





For r•servatlons, address 
Mr. Ralph Schaffner 
MADISON AVENUE AT 43RD ST. 
NEW YORK 
M Ur ray H ill 7 -7 000 
"Where Hospitality 
is a Reality" 
REALTY HOTELS. INC. 
H. M. ANHOLT, PRES. 
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Forum, he hopes to have a panel 
relationship with the audience and 
to carry on a more informal discus-
sion at the reception which will 
follow in the Chapel Lounge. 
The Forum begins at 7:30 in Pen-
dleton Hall and is under the direc-
tion of Audrey Soller , '65, chair -
man of the event, and Sally Scully, 
'64, chairman of the interfaith sec-
tion of Chapel. 
Gif t Occasion 
nothin g 
smarter 





EXHIBIT AT THE WELLESLEY ALUMNAE OFFICE 
A COUROC original, designed for Wellesley, it shows t~e ?ol~ege 
Crest in glowing colors of blue, gold, white _and red mla1~ 1~ a 
lustrous satin-black surface which is proof agamst heat and liqwds 
and requires no upkeep. 
Two S,i~es 
11x15 at $10.00 + postage 
12xl 8 at $12.00 + postage 
Shown and Sold 
at Freeman by 
STU GIBSON (CE 7-97 45) 
Sponsored for Faculty Salary Advancement 
by the Monterey Bay Wellesley Club 
Dwight MacDonald Sees Mass Culture 
As Threat to High High Culture in U.S. 
by Clair Kett ler '64 
Mass culture is threatening to 
engulf high culture in America, ac-
cording to Dwight Macdonald, for-
mer Associate Editor of Fortune 
Magazine and now a frequent con-
tributor to the New Yorker Maga, 
zine. 
Mr . Macdonald discussed the 
question "Mass Culture: Threat or 
Promise to America?" at the Ford 
Hall Forum held at Jordan Hall 
last Sunday evening, October 27. 
Mr. Macdonald urged that we 
recognize the existence of two 
levels of culture in this country, 
and strive to keep them apart. He 
considered mass culture to be that 
production in the arts designed 
mainly to sell; its only standard 
is popularity . It is the enemy of 
true high standards for it must 
appeal to the average , to the 
greatest number. Mass culture has 
existed in America since about 
1750, and was given impetus by 
the increase in population follow· 
ing the Industrial Revolution, by 
the spread of education which 
broke down the monopoly of aristo-
crats on high culture, and by the 
development of technical produc-
tion. 
True high culture is marked by 
the communication of one indivi· 
dual to another, according to cer-
tain high standards . Macdonald 
held that this dialogue has been 
interrupted by mass culture, which 
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lowest common level (such as 
hunger and sex). These reflexes do 
not make true communication pos· 
sible, for the individuals involved 
must treat each other as particular 
persons having unique faults and 
idiosyncrasies for there to be real 
communication . 
In his appeal for the careful 
separation of high and mass cul-
tures, Macdonald asserted that 
true culture has always been re-
served to an elite simply because 
the majority of the populat ion has 
not been interested in it; this ma-
jority should be left alone. 
Macdonald here attacked the un-
derlying assumption of many peo-
ple today that "culture" is desir· 
able for all, and that greater educa-
tion is desirable for all. He felt 
that too many people go to col· 
lege, and that only those who are 
truly interested should attend col· 
lege or pursue cultural activities. 
This attack seemed to raise sev-
eral basic issues which Macdonalc\ 
did not discuss at all. There is the 
question of what the aim of educa-
tion should be, or the position of 
true culture should be, in a society 
in which equal opportunities are 
to be available for all those who 
are qualified to have them. How 
can you judge the caliber of inter-
est and exclude the "uninterested" 
from education or "culture"? Fur-
thermore, if education and culture 
are valued, and if development in 
them is held to represent a higher 
development of man (as if often 
believed by those regarding them-
selves as "cultured") , shouldn't ef-
forts be made to extend their in-
fluence as far as possible? 
Real l!,sue Is Avoided 
Mr. Macdonald also avoided the 
real issue when he mentione d as 
hopeful the fact that, since about 
1945, people have been realizing 
that you don't have to sell all pro-
ducts on the entire market to make 
a profit; they produce such spe-
cialties as paperback editions of 
the classics, classical records, and 
Continued on Page Five 
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Greenhouse Provides Escape 
Into Old Times, Distant Lands 
by Nancy Holler '66 
Miss Harriet CreighLn, chairman 
of the Botany department, announc· 
ed recently that, contrary to what 
may be popularly believed, her de· 
partment does not plan to compete 
with the Wellesley Florist's fruit -
of-the-week plan. 
They are, however, growing ba-
nanas, as well as lemons, grape-
fruit , oranges , cumquats a:1d a va-
riety of other interesting plants . 
All of these are on display in the 
college greenhouse from 8 a.m. to 
5 p.m. seven days a week. 
Trip to Tropics 
For anyone who would like to 
spend an hour or two se-i ng un-
usual plants , entertaining a date, 
or just getting away from it all , a 
visit to the greenhouse is well 
worthwhile . It provides a free trip 
to the tropic s or the desert any 
time of year. 
In the tropical room palm trees 
stre tch nearly to the ceiling and 
gold~n cup vines hang from the 
walls. In brilliant contrast with 
the large ferns are the blossoms of 
a plant with the unusual name of 
red hot cattail , which is exactly 
what it looks like. 
Long-lived Plants 
The desert room has plants from 
southwest United States , South 
America , and Africa . One of these, 
the century plant , so called because 
it takes so long to bloom, has been 
growing now for about forty years . 
Miss Creighton hopes it may bloom 
for the first time within the next 
few years. 
Yes, we have some bananas ... 
The century plant has no monop· 
oly on age in this greenhouse. The 
camellia bush has been growing 
since 1875 when it was one of four 
belonging to Mrs. Durant, wife of 
the college founder . Two of those 
plants were burned with College 
Hall in 1914 and the other two are 
growing now in the college green-
house. 
Projects and Poinsettias 
Not all of the greenhouse is de-
voted to unusual specimens. One 
room has 240 baby tomato plants 
started by the Botany-Zoology 104 
classes. Another is being used to 
grown poinsettias for display in the 
chapel during Christmas services 
this year . Space is also provided 
for faculty and graduate student re-
search projects. 
Perhaps the loveliest attraction 
in the greenhouse right now is the 
annual fall chrysanthemum exhibit , 
which begins this week and will 
continue for one month . Most of 
one room is devoted to this display 
of various kinds of chrysanthe-
mums, including the hanging cas· 
cades. These cascades are of par-
ticular interest since the Romans 
were known to have used the same 
display nearly 2000 years ago. 
Miss Creighton stated that Well-
Plans for New Film Series Underway 
"The film is a part of modern cut off from them by M.T.A. 
life which Wellesley has ignored," miles to Boston. 
claims Barbara Norr '64, president Busy Working 
of a newly formed group attempt- Although highl y active, the film 
ing to bring good, creative films society is still being born. Its 
to the cam pus. leaders, Barbara Norr '64, Glenda 
A series of many such films, as Garvey '64, and Kath y Simon '65, 
would like to be contacted by any 
opposed to one evenJng of Henry girls interested in helping with 
V, would "add something to the the task of organizing this 
whole life of the college which is innovation . The Student Enter -
of educational value," comments tainment Committee, a prosp ec· 
Mr. White, assistant professor of tlve sponsor, is presently contact· 
Englis h . Mr. Whlte, Mr. Robert Ing the administration , which Is 
Gar is, associate professor of Eng· receptive to the new idea. 
Iish, Mr. Paul Barstow, Director The problem of establishing the 
of the Theatre, and other mem- film series is chiefly financial. 
bers of the faculty have long Sale of tickets at the door will 
been interested in the enormous not be allowed. Instead tickets 
possibilities of such a ser ies on will be sold in a series (probably 
the campus . of only three this yea r ). The 
4wakaning To Art group also must incor porate it-
The grou p, wi,.,;;:: chief interest self and become a film society in 
is in the art of the film, hopes ~" :)rder to obtain films from the 
make such films as early Fellini Boston Mustum of Modern Art. 
and Eisenstein, as well as early The film gro up's leaders are 
Laurel and Hardy and Charlie hoping for the student support 
Chaplin available to the Welles- that would make this artistic ad -
ley audience, which is generally dition to Wellesley life possible . 
I 
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esley is one of only three seven 
sister colleges to have a green -
house . While noting that the bot· 
any students benefit from its facili-
ties, she expressed concern that 
many other students spend four 
years at this college without ever 
seeing it. 
MacDonald . . . 
Continued from Page Four 
art films for special theaters. 
This, it seems, is just the point 
- whether or not this increasingly 
easy availability of what is regard-
ed as true culture, is diminishing 
the intensi ty of appr eciation of 
such culture and, whether the ex-
tens ive production of both good 
and bad , is blurring the standards 
of excellen ce once held by the few 
truly interested. 
Thus, while Macdonald gave a 
witty and interesting analysis of 
the existence of mass culture in 
America, he did not face realistical -
ly the nature of the "threat", or 
give any res ponsible suggesti on for 
its alleviat ion. 
Representatives of the Student 
Education Committee are hold-
ing open discussions in the dor-
mitories this week and next at 
specific times to be announced 
in each dormitory. All students 
who wish to draw to the atten-
tion of the committee problems 
or suggesti ons concernin g aca-
demic life at Wellesley are in-
vited to these discussions, or, 
if they are unab le to attend, to 
speak to their re presentatives 
individ ually. 
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WBZ Loans Writrr to Wellesley Radio; 
Yale 'Water Buffalo' Also Part of TGIF 
by Mary Sagma.ster '64 
"There he is, girls!" "Look, 
there HE IS!" "Oooo! He looked at 
me!" "Oooooo! I touched him!" 
"Help! Help! Hello, Wellesley. 
This is B. L. Harris , and if I can 
even get these girls off me, we'r e 
going to throw a party!" 
In such a way began the TGIF 
(Thank God its Friday) Part y, WBS' 
newest show, on the air fr om 7:30 
to 9:00 every Friday evening. The 
host for the festivities is none 
other than B. L. Harris - feature 
writer for WBZ-TV. For a lively 
hour and a half, B. L. puns his way 
through the latest popular records , 
with occasional interruptions for 
those "oldies but goodies." 
"Unrehearsed & Uncalled For'' 
Surrounding the hard rock of 
musical selecti ons is the mortar of 
lively patter, of the side-splitting 
variety . As B. L. himself is fond 
of saying, his is a show "unprepar-
ed, unrehearsed and completely 
uncalled for." 
The sound stage is set for our 
Party at 7 :00 sharp, when WYBC'S 
own star - the Water Buffalo -
comes to you dire ct from Yale Uni-
versity, bringing music, news and 
personal comments from "Welles-
ley's week-end home." 
All You Could Ask For 
For two glorious hours every Fri-
day night, WBS offers you all you 
can get on a commercial station 
- except for repetitive ads, nause-
ating jingles and local charity an-
nouncements. From 7:30 till 9:00, 
the DJ is as near as your phone: 
dial CE 5-0320, ask for ext. 303 and 
make your own requests , stat e your 
own opinions , ask any questions 
you like . B. L. is your dir ect vocal 
connection to the whole campus! 
So now, girls , no more worry 
about what to do on those occasion-
al dateless Friday nigh ts . Tune 
your AM radio to 640 at 7:00 sharp 
and get set to party it up for the 
next two hours . It's so nice-to have 
some men around the house ! 
College Gets $2400 Grant From l(odak 
Wellesley College has received 
an unrestricted direct grant of $2, 
400 from Eastman Kodak under 
the company's aid-to-education pro· 
gram for 1963. 
Wellesley is one of 53 privately 
supported colleges and universities 
to receive direct grants from the 
company this year. The grants are 
based on the number of graduates 
from these institutions who joined 
Kodak five years ago and are pres-
ently employed by the compa:-:y. 
Kodak has contributed $4,400 in 
direct grants to Wellesley since 
1957. This year's grant is based on 
tributions totaling about $1.2 mil· 
lion. 
The program is designed to help 
schools meet their rising costs and 
to encourage and suppor t excel-
lence in the nation's institutions of 
higher education. It recognizes the 
major role that college and univer-
sity graduates play in the progress 




Elizabet h W. Tapia (' 40) who is em - -;;;;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;_ 
ployed at the company's Kodak " 
Park Works in Rochester, New 
York. 
The company 's aid-to-education 
program for 1963 calls for direct 
grants, research grants, special 
grants, and a number of other con-
Foxie's Delicatessen 
79 Central Street 
(Delivery Service (until 11:00) 
CE 5-5015 - CE 5-9822 
You've tried the rest, now 
try the best! 
College Taxi Co. 
Effiaent Servrce 
CE 5-2200 





ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE 
ON EATON 'S CORRASABLE BOND 
Typing errors never show on Corrasab le. The special sur-
face of this pape r makes it possihle to era e without a 
trace-w ith just an ordi nary pencil eraser. Resu lts: clean-
looking, perfec tly typed papers . ext time you sit down 
at the keyboard, make no mistake- type on Corrasable ! 
Your choice of Corriisable in ~ .... 
light, medium, beavy weights and ; .. o"_.. .. .,..'1·,, 
Onion Skin. In handy 100- ~~ ~ 
sheet packets and 500-sheet •:.,..JC.,.:' 
boxes. Only Eaton makes 
Corrasable. 
A Berkshire Typewriter Paper 
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Canterbury Joins NSM Program Li_hrary Exhibits Faculty Publications; 
Display Range of Talent and Interest This year 's enlarged activities of Canterbury Club include a pr.,. 
gram of tutoring in remedial read-
ing in Boston 's depressed neighbor · 
hoods. 
The project is sponsored in con-
nection with the Northern Students 
Movement and Saint John's Epis-
copal Church in Roxbury . A simi-
lar program conducted in past 
years by St. John's Church has 
proved to be fairly effective in an 
area such as Roxbury where the 
negro and white communities are 
sharply divided . 
The curr ent display of recent 
faculty pub licat ions in the refe r-
ence room of the main library in-
dicat es the wide range of t a lent s 
and the diversity of in tere st s 
among the member s of the Welles -
ley faculty. 
Literary Studies 
Roxbury children show interest in writing. I For Begin ning Readers The tutoring program is d°irected 
toward both negro and white chil-
dren between the ages of 5 and 9. 
Several of the publications fall 
into the category of literary criti -
cism. The longest of such works 
displayed is The Vic torian Frame 
of M ind, by Walter E. Houghton , 
Professor of English , who has also 
published The Poetry of Clough . 
May Sarton , lecturer in English, bas 
added to her list of publications 
with The Design of a Novel. Beginning readers were chosen for 
the ·undergraduate teachers be-
cause of their relative inexperience. 
Reading problems among older 
children often indicate serious emo-
tional complications which require 
professional treatm ent . 
Plans will be made for classes 
of older students later this year, 
and students with previous experi-
ence in teaching and training in 
education and psychology will be 
eeded to teach at that time. 
Trainin g for Tutors 
To qualify for the tutoring pro-
gram , a student must have five 
hours of training in two sessions. 
The program will demand about 
three hours a week for evaluation 
and traveling , as well as teaching . 
Kathe ri ne Deane , president of 
the Canterbury Club, may be con-
tact ed for further information . 
Members of the English depart-
ment have contributed three arti-
cles to literary periodicals . "The 
Christian Classicist's Dilemma", by 
Katherine Lever , Professor of Eng-
lish, a review of Cast le of Indol-
ence by Patricia M. Spacks , Assist -
ant Professor of English , and "Em-
ma and the Parodic Point of 
View" , by Edward M. Whit e, lec-
turer in English , are all on exhibit . 
The Social Sciences 
History , economics , and political 
science are the fields of several 
other of the year 's public ations . 
Carolyn S. Bell , Associate Profes-
sor of Economics , ha s wri tt en a 
business letter , "A New View of 
Installment Credit" . "Pro duct Dif-
ferentiating and Adverti sing" a 
chapter in a study of adver tising , 
was written by Marshall I. Gold-
man , Assistan t Professo r of Econo-
mies . 
Wellesley graduate explains rules for group game. 
S.O. Fund Drive ... 
Cont in ued from Page One 
Corporation in Japan , American 
Farm School in Greece and Jothy 
Nilayam Rural Center in South In-
dia, •he latter including an ele-
mentary school and leprosy center 
ser ving 500 patient s a week . 
Wellesley is one of three col-
leges which has helped Kobe Col-
lege since 1955 in setting up a pro-
Archivist Speaks About Canterbury 
gram for two American teachers ! by Mar i len Grosjean '64 The countless miracles which fol-
to spend periods of three years as . A s~nse of im~ediacy and in- lowed were not, Dr. Urry asserted, 
English instructors at the Kobe sigh! mto a particular aspect of mere "figments of a monkish 
High School. In their most recent medieval England was the result imagination," but rather seem re-
letter the corporation reiterates , o_f Dr . .. Willia~ l!rry 's lecture en- ~arkabl~ plausible when studied 
"the hope that there will be a Well· titled The Pilgrimage to Canter- m the light of remaining manu-
esley College graduate in the near bury ," last Monday afternoon. scripts . A most significant testi-
futu re who will want this oppor- Dr. UX:I')_', a medi eval historian mony to medieval worship of 
tunity of serving in Japan ." and archlVlst at Canterbury Cathe- Becket is, however , seen in the 
Walter W. Wagne r, Assistant Pro -
fessor of History, has published a 
pamphle t , Beyond the Peace 
Mo veme nt . Another pamphlet, 
wr itt en by Allan W . Eis ter , Pro-
fes sor of Anthr opollgy and So-
ciology, deals with the problems 
of West Pakistan. 
Here and Abroad 
In addition to Mr . Eister's pamph· 
let , the department of Sociology 
and Anthropology has two other 
publications to its credit. Anne-
marie A. Shimony, Assistant Pro-
fessor, is one of the principal con-
tributors to a new book, Peace-
Makin g and the Settl emen t in 
Japan. Bart lett H. Stoodley, Pro-
fessor, has written an article, 
"Con trol Mechanism In the Self". 
Two of the displayed publications 
are written in fore ign languages . 
An Italian periodical carries an ar-
ticle by Marshall I. Goldman on the 
Soviet economy. Another article , 
"La Passio des Verges" , was writ-
ten by Concha Breton, Associate 
Professor of Spanish . 
The exhibit of faculty publica-
tion in the reference room contin-
ues throughout the year , changing 
as new books come out. It is locat -
ed on the first table in the fron t of 
the room. 
If you wish to be able to ' 
recognize members of the faculty 
and administration and to learn 
about th eir educa tional back-
grounds and special interests, 
Portrait and Biographical Dlrec• 
tories are available at the In-
formation Bureau . 
The price of the supplement 
containing information about 
those who came to Wellesley 
this fall is on sale for twenty· 
five cents . The full directory 
published two years ago and last 
year 's and this year's supple -
meni :i can be purchased for 
' ' . . . ' . . . . . 
: CALIFORNIA 
S.O. Fund Helps During Disaster dray , spoke of St. Thomas a' stained glass windows of aCnter -
The aid given by Wellesley to the B~~ket's murd~r in 1170, as .a sig- b~ry Cathedral , where a ser ies of 
• American Farm School was particu- mf1can~ event m En~land 's history , miracles are depicted in detail. 
larly appreciated last year , as there one which has occ.as1oned not only Worship Emotional 
$1.00. 
. 
Round Trip Air Fare Savings 
• up to $125. why p1y more? 
• RALPH GORDON, student 
• rp. co 6-0122. 
Other flight.: 
• Chicago, Detroit and othen 
' • s ' ' ' s • • • ' 
GET YOUR 
DISCOUNT CARD 
oo Cosmeti cs - Toiletries -
I' ,1.tenl )ledicinea and Vitamin• 
Etc. , at 
CARROLL'S (Sal-M a c. Inc.) 
~.z Washl n c ton 6treet 
Call CEdu 6-2U9 
, A cr oss from the Village 
<::hurch f 'r ee Gi !t Wrapping) 
• was severe crop damage in Greece a vast amou~t of hterary work , but Dr . Urry further implied that 
• due to strong rains . Even without also exhau stive scholarly research the religious pilgrimage which took The proposed substitution of 
• such difficulties . Wellesley aid is on the nature of religious pilgrim- place afte r Becket 's canonization onea spaghetti dinner for one 
• essential since the average per cap- ages to St. Thomas ' shrine . are b~st appr.eciated when under-
• ita income in Greece is $300 per Becket's Murder: Continuous Impact sto?~ m the hg~t of contemporary dinner of chicken fricasee was 
year and it costs about $450 to According to Dr . Urry , Becket's ~ehgious ~ehav1or. He character - passed by a sufficient majority 
provide one student with tuition murder presents us today with a 1zed worship of St. Thomas as be-
d b · g " t · d h' hl of students last Tuesday night , an oard at the school. "perfect medieval scene." The hys- m unres rame , ig Y emo-
. American allocations , beaded by teria which followed a truly . in- ti.on~l,,' and extremely "ro~dy." to pr ovide the Civil Rights 
Mary Von Briesen '65 run the genous murder plot seemed to Sigmflcant too was the business- Group with $400 for their activi-
gamut of settlement h1ouses and typify an emotional furor charac- like manner with which Canterbury 
the Boston Evening Clinic in this teristic of the age. monks kept account of pilgrimage ties. 1361 students voted on the 
area to a sanitarium in the back- offerings. Dr . Urry presented his 
woods of Tennessee . Tinka Mur- a~dience with a diagrammed finan- proposal; 
ray '64, is in charge of World Al- c1al report of the Cathedral 1048 voted for the substitution 
locations revenue for centuries after the 313 against it 
· murder of the saint. , 
Wellesley Florist and 
Fruiterer 
Hathaway House ------=-.:.:..:..:.....==----~= ==~ 
"Lilies of the Field" ... 
Continued from Page Three 
cultivating the barren land and 
buil ding the chapel , so much so 
that at the end, when finally some 
of the townspe ople offer to help, 
he complains bitterly that he want• 
ed to do it all himself. 
standing is the one in which the 
nuns . newlv arrived on their Ari-
zona plot of land, sit around a 
wind-up gramaphone learning Eng-
lish from a record which has them 
repeating in a chorus of German• 
accented English, such useful 
phrases as "Please send the valet 
up to my room. " Equally charming 
is the Sunday morning scene when 
Homer hears the sisters singing in 
Latin and goes over to listen. He 
ends up by teaching th em the r ock-
ing Amen.chorus to a Baptist go-
to-meeting song . 
,...,,,,.,.. lor AU OeftUle,u 
40 CENTRAL STREET CE 7-9200 AUTOGRAPHING 
PARTY 
November 7, 10:30 A.M. 
Margaret Bartl ett Anderson , 
Wellesley '44, in honor of her 
new book 
Robert Frost and John Bartlett : 
The Story of a Friendship 
We invite you to reserve your 
autographed copy if you can-
not be pres ent . 
Warm, Witty Product ion 
James Poe's script is not remark-
able for its plot . The action drags 
in several spots, and there is never 
any real doubt about the outcome, 
yet the dialogue and subsequent 
character delineation are pur e de-
light, and in this film tha t seems 
to be what counts . 
The combin ation of Poe's writi ng 
with the work of Pro ducer-Dire ctor 
Ralph Nelson r esults in a happy 
succession of enga ging scenes. Out-
Lilies of the Field was produced 
on a low budget, but in spite of this 
was able to attract top talent . Poe, 
who last did Toys in the Attic, 
Producer-Director Nelson, and Cin-
Frt dar at gh t onlr ematographer Ernest Haller, who 
Student Spectal h h d G . 15% off on all purc:huM P otograp e one w ith the Wind, 
ex cept tobacco an d praac:rtptlom as well as Poitier himself, were 
stoc:lc up 1 willing to work for much less than 
CAMPUS DRUG their normal pay because of their 
Central Stree t opposit e Fil ene' s belief in the artistic worth of the 
------------..3 ' ""--------- ---'l film. They were not wrong. 
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Campus Societies Announce Publication of 'Boston' Magazine Modern Building 
Season's New Membership Stresses Metropolitan Activities News Hold~ Crew Shells 
NEW SOCIE1Y MEMBERS Judit h Hickox ' Complet1on of the new crew 




Carol Jillso n 
Carolyn Kent 
Virginia Maloney 
















Lou Ellen Wilson 





































Harriet Fra nklin 
Hillary Halpern 
Betty Lawson monthly by the Greater Boston land and the Northeast," is probed gram back to Wellesley students 
Marianne Magocsi Chamber of Commerce, offers a in a seven page pictorial essay. and a new look to the shores of 
Claire McCarthy variety of material that should be Although a conscious effort is Waban. 
Virginia Mcconn of interest to any Bostonian, or ha- made to include some of the less Encouraged by the response of 
Joan Peterson bitue of the city. glamourous and the more lonely almost seven hundred students to 
Elizabeth Schoonmaker The magazine, which averag- sides of a Boston working girl's its request for support of crew 
S'.laron Sweeny es 96 pages per issue, made its de- life, the story falters in try ing to the Physical Education Department 
SHAKESPEARE but last fall. The underlying pur- present a view of an experience has been carrying on limited class-





















































images of the city, and Boston ac- one. swimming area and enrollment 
complishes this through introspec- Book Review$ Regional records indicate that more than 
tive articles and pictures on some Concerning the "Boston and one quarter of the underclassmen 
of Boston's ways of life. Books" department, the editor of select rowing as fall and spring ac-
Conte nt ls Varied Bos ton, R. Heckman, explained tivities. 
Among Boston's regular depart- that "it will not impose a disad- A.A. Crew, headed this year by 
ments are "About the Town," par- vantageous restriction on this col- Janet Waldman, '65, with assist· 
alleling "Goings on About Town" in umn to have it treat for the the ants Judy Cooper '65 and Mar-
The New Yorker; "Theatre"; "The time being, largely of books with gery Wilson, '66 has continued to 
Observant Bostonian," written in some degree of regional interest." function, too, despite the constrict-
the style of The New Yorker's He feels that "the literary climate ed facilities, and remains Welles-
"The Talk of the Town;" "Boston on and soil of Massachusetts and New ley A.A.'s most popular activity. If 
Books;" "Chamber (of Commerce) England have traditionally been the new boathouse is ready for 
News;" "Man on the Move," a spot- .. . productive both in terms of use, the rest of the new shells will 
light on one of Boston's leaders; worthwhile writers and the locales come out of storage in time for the 
"Buyers' Guide;" and "Advertiser's of their books.'' The two books re- Inter-Dormitory Races on October 
Index." viewed in this month's issue are 31. 
In the October, 1963, issue of The Port by Henry Beetle Hough, 
Boston, feature articles range in and Lone Voyager by Joseph E. 
subject from an account of the Garland. 
Faster Racing Stroke 
Linda Vaughn, crew advisor, es-
timates that fifty girls have come 
out to practice for this fall 's race, 
which is judged on speed, racing 
form and slow form; spectators will 
see the debut of a new racing 
stroke, introduced by Miss· Vaughn, 
conforming more closely to the 
men's style, that should enable 1963 
crews to break the current course 
record, set last year by Claflin's 
eight, of one minute, 58.4 seconds. 
Salem witches to an analysis of the Boston magazine is highly read· 
civil rights situation in Boston call- able, versatile and pertinent. Al· 
ed "An Old City faces a New Prob· though still a relatively young mag-
lem," and an article entitled "Bos- azine, it shows signs of becoming 
ton's Battle to Save Young Lives," a necessity for keeping abreast of 
which reports on important re- contemporary life in Boston. The 
search developments in the city's "About the Town" column is espe-
many hospitals, medical schools, cially valuable. 
and research centers. Boston is available on news 
The cover story the life of a Bos- stands at fift y cents -a copy or by 
ton working girl, "specifically one subscriptio n from the Greater Bos-
typical of the thousands drawn to ton Chamber of Commerce at five 
the city each year from small col- dollars a year . 
Besides the Inter-Dorm Race, A.A. 
will hold an open challenge com-
petition judged on time alone for 














Frances Fisher Wendy Meyer 
Marianne FrancisAnn Meyers 
Helen Frye Juliet Patterson 
Elizabeth Hutchins Sara Lawrence 
Carolyn Tucker Madeline Stovel 
November 4, followed by an inspec-
poet" and professor emeritus in tion of the new boathouse. 
Spanish at Wellesley, returned to 
the campus in Jewett Auditorium The new, larger crew building re-
on October 28 to present a read- places both the old crew house and 
ing of some of his well known the canoe hcluse, whicl: is slated to 
verse. be removed. In addition to mooring 
Sr. Guillen, who is almost as and storage space for the boats, the 
widely known among students in plan includes a classroom, and 
the United States as in Spain, was dressing rooms for the swimming 
introd uced by Srta. Concha Breton, area. 
Professo1· of Spanish. He taught at Its design is a radical departure 
Wellesley from 1940-45 as the from the Cape Cod shingles of the 
Helen Josephine Sanborn professor former structure which collapsed 
of Spanish. Before and after his under the spring snow of 1962. Ar-
years at Wellesley, he lectured at chitect Heywood Cutting, of Geo-
Harvard, Yale, Berkeley, and Ohio metrics, Inc., describes the pointed 
State. roofline as a "folded plate roof" 
STATEMENT OFOWNERSHIP 
For his reading, Sr. Guillen had more esoterically known as a "hy-
selected a combination of prose perbolic paraboloid " construction. 
and poetry from two of his three Although the steep slant of the 
books. The first six poems on the plates and diagonal on the crescent· 
program were chosen from his shaped beams create an impression 
first book Cantico. Among these of almost excessive stre ngths. Cut-
were "Living Nature", "Love for a ting maintains that the form is 
Morning", "Awakening", and "Au· dictated primarily by aesthetic con-
tumn Fallen". The last three selec- siderations. 
STATEMENT of Ownership, Manage-
ment and Circulation (Act . of October 
23, 1962; Section 4369, Title 39. United 
States Code): I. Da t e of filing, October 
22, 1963; 2. Title of publication, Welles-
ley College News ; 3. Frequency of use, 
week.Ly; 4. Location of known office of 
publication , Green Hall, Wellesley Col-
lege, Wellesley , Mass.; 5. Location of 
headquarters or general business otfices 
of the publishers, Green Hall, Welles-
ley College , Wellesley, Mass .; 6. Names 
and addresses of p u blisher, editor, and 
managing editor: Publisher, Wellesley 
College (non-profit. educational institu-
tion), Wellesley, Mass .; Editor, Ellen 
Jacobson, :,,hater Hall, Wellesley Col-
lege, Wellesley, Mass .; Managing Edi· 
tor, Alison Feerick. Tower Court. Wel-
lesley College. Wellesley, Mass . 7, 
Owner (lf owned by a corporati on , 
its name and addr ess must b e stated 
and also immediat ely th ere under the 
names and add resses of stockholders 
owning or holding 1 percent or m ore 
of total amount of stock . lf not owned 
by a corporation, the names, and ad· 
dresses o_f the individual owners must 
be given. lf owned by a partnership 
or other unincorporated firm, its name 
and address, as well as that of each 
Individual must be &iven): no owner. 
a non-profit educatlonal publication. 
8. Known bondholders, mortga gees, and 
other security holders owning or hold-
ing l percent or more of total amount 
CommunltJ Playhouse 
W• ll••l•y HIiis CEdar 5~7 
E• ... u 7:41 Mau. Wed. • lat. Id 2 
luad a79 Coal. a~ at C1U 
Now Showing Ends Sat. , N ov. 2 
Charlt on Heaton , Ava Gardener 
and David Nlven ln 
" ,55 DAYS AT PEKING " 
Sun.. Mon ., Tue s. Nov . 3-4-5 
Sophi a Lonn , Maxtmlllan Schell , 
Fredric March and R. Wa!fJler ln 
"THE CONDEMNED OF ALTONA '· 
7 Days beginnin g Wedn es day, Nov. 8 
A\ldrer Hepmun and Hemr Foa.da 
ln 
"WAR AXJ> PEACB" 
of bonds, mortgages or other securi -
ties . None . 9. Paragraphs 7 and B in -
clude. In cases where the stockholder 
or security holder appears upon the 
books of the company as trustee or in 
any other fiduciary relation, the name 
of the person or corporation for whom 
su ch trustee is acti ng , also the state-
ments In the two par agraphs show the 
affiant's ful l knowledg e and belief as 
to the circumstances and conditions 
under which stockholders and secur ity 
holders wh o do not appear upon the 
books of the company as trustees. hold 
stoc k and securlUes in a capacity other 
th an that of a bona.ti de owner . Names 
an d addresses of Individuals who are 
stoc kholders of a corpora t ion which 
Itself is a stockholder or holder of 
bonds, mortgages or other securities of 
the publishing corp or at ion have been 
Included In pa ragraphs 7 an d 8 when 
the inte re sts of suc h individ u al s ar e 
equivalent to l percent or more of the 
total amount of the sto ck or securities 
of the publishing corpor&tlon . 10. Thi s 
item must be comp leted for all pub-
lications except those which do not 
carry advertising other than the pub · 
llsher•s own and Which are named in 
J 
sections 132.231, 132.232. and 132.233. 
Postal Manual (Sections , 4355a, 4355b. 
and 4356 of Title 39, UnUed States Code) 
a. Total no . copies printed (Net Press 
Run) 3400; Average no . copies each 
issue during preceding 12 months, 3400; 
Single Issue nea r est to filing dat e , 
3400 ; b. Paid Circulation 1. to term 
subscribers by mail, carrier delivery 
or by other means ., Ave r age no . copies 
each Issue during preceding 12 months 
250, Si n gle Issue nearest to filing date, 
201.2. Sales through agents , news 
dealers. or other w ise - none. c . Free 
distribution (Including samples) by 
mail, carrier dell very, or by other 
means, 3000 average. d . Total no . of 
co pies dl.strlbuted. (Sum of lines Bl, 
B2, and C) Av erage no. copies each 
issue during preceding 12 months, 3250; 
single Issue nearest to filing date. 3201. 
I certify that the statements made 
b y me are correct and comp lete. 
ELLEN JACOBSON 
Editor 
tions came from his second book, 
Clamor, including "Death of a 
Rose", "Deer on a Wall'', and 
" othing More". 
The author prefaced each poem 
with a short discussion of his own 
point of view, and his reasons for 
the choice of each subject. 
FOR SAL!: 
1959 MGA Roadster - Red - Just 
Painted - New Top - 5 New Tires 
- Never raced - Original owner -
R .&H . - Extras - Tonneau Clean 
Car . 
If Intereated - 2114-3574 
SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE 
FRANCE - Fro m June 22 to July 31 in Pa r is at the Cit e Unlve r sltair e, a 
cent er for st ud ents fro m a ll par ts of th e wo r ld. In add iti on to 
the cour ses ta ugh t in p re vious ye ar s, th is year w e a re offe r-
ing an adv an ced litcra tu rn cotu-se condu c ted en ti rely in Fre nch 
and an ;n te n si!i ed langu age pr ogr am at all le vels. Other 
cou rses ta ught in Eng lis h and cent er ed on Mod ern Fr ance -
lite r atur e , ar t , and so ci al and polit ical histo r y . Beg inning and 
adv a nced Gre n ch are als o off ered . 
Board , room , tu it ion, and two excurs ions . . . ........ . .... S600 
ITA LY - From Jun e 22 to July 31 in Flo r ence at Torre di B ello sguardo, 
16th Century Villa . Cour ses taught in Engli sh and centered on 
the Italian Renaissance - art, literature, mu s ic and Flor enc e 
under the Medici. Beg inning and advanced Italian are also 
offered. 
Board, room, tuition, and two excursions .. . ... .. .... .. . . $600 
A 12-day tour o f Gre ec e (fzom June 9 t o Jun e 21) Is also o ffered pr e-
ce ding the Sarah Lawr ence Summer Schools. A Sarah Lawr en ce fac u lt y 
m em b er a cc om pani es th e group , and tlie lll n erary haa be en plann e d t o 
Include the mo st ln ,;, ort an t hlator lcal and ar cheologlca.l sit es. 
For information a~d applications write: Summer Sessions , Sarah Law -
renc e College , Bronxville, New Yor . 
N.B. Sarah Lawrence College also accepts students entering their Junior 
year from other colleges as well for Its JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD 
program in Paris. Geneva and Rome : Instruction Is given In the 
language of the country; therefore. a knowledge of French or 
ttalian is required. 
Inquire : JUN IO R YEAR ABROAD , SAR AH LAWRENC E COLL EGE, 
BRONVILLE, NE W YORK. 
WHAT'S 
NEW 
IN THE NOVEMBER 
ATLANTIC? 
"The Eisenhower Administration : A 
Self Portrait'': An assessme nt by his, 
torlan Osca r Han d lin, base d in pa rt o n 
Ike' s new book, Mandate for Change . 
" Book Censors hip in Paris": Pe ter 
Le nnon re port s on the r igid censorship 
of book s a nd ma ga zi nes in Fra nce. 
"The Moment": A po em by Pete r 
Dav ison, t his yea r 's w i nn er , Yale Ser ies 
of You nger Poets. 
"The Nobel Prize Winners " : A satire 
on Am e rican indus t r ial res earch com -
pan ies and their s tatu s-mon ge ring, by 
w. J . J . Gordo n. 
PL US A N A TLAN TIC EXTRA 
"Blame Me on History": South Afri. 
can Negro iourna lis t , Bloke 
Modisane, te lls of his bitte r 
s tru ggle to main tai n 
integri ty and se lf.respect. 
Ev ery mo n th the 
Atl a nt ic pro vides a 
pla tfor m fo r m any of 
the world's mos t a r· 
t icu lat e a nd c rea tive 
me n and women . Th e 
res ul t is alwa ys e nter , 
tain ing a nd infor ma · 
t ive ,often br ili1ant ,oc -
ca slo nally profou nd 
More and m ore , the 
Atla nti c is ,find lng its 
way Into the hand s of 
d isc erning read ers . 
Get your copy today. SALE 
NO W 
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Irate Girls Plea for Sunday Tennis, 
Smoking in Dorms in 'News' of 20's Weekly Calendar 
by Barbara Elden '66 Ads Revealing CAMPUS Burton are appearing toge the r in Charles Playhouse. 
"I don't see any earthly reason The same year News publis hed Thursday , October 31. The Clothes THE VIP'S at the Orpheum. Kirk Douglas' new play, ONE 
FLEW OVER THE CUCKOO'S 
NES'l' is now at the Schubert. 
why we should have fire drills such stimulating articles as "Senior Cupboard sale is open to the pub- The Capri is now featuring Sid-
twice a month when once a month Relates Experiences in Boston Va- lie and to members of Wellesley ney Poiter in his latest pro duction 
would be plenty," wrote one irate cation School" (or , as one says to- College from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 LILIES IN THE FIELD. The Theatre Co. of Boston is 
pres enting a doube bill at the Hotel 
Bostonian Playhouse. 
\Velle sley student to the Welles- day, Bible School), "List Published p.m. THEATRE 
/ey Coll ege News in 1928. of New Wellesley Granddaughters," Friday, November 1. The film of THE HOSTAGE is still at the 
That same year another student and "Thirty.eight Girls Officially Shakespeare's Henry V will be ----------------------------
registered a very different com- Engaged." shown at 7:30 p .m. in Jewett Audi , 
plaint. She wrote, "May 1 add the The advertisements from these torium. 
aged but sti11 potent plea for girl days are also revealing . One firm, Friday , November 1. Interdormi-
stags. A girl stag line has been in a large half -page spread, started tory crew races will take place on 
launched so successfully in many with "When Mademoiselle Welles- Lake Waban, starting at 4:00 p.m. 
colleges .. . Besides the men love Jey Goes to Town She Wears ... " Friday, November 1. The Clothes 
it'." Frequently there were sales on Cupboard sale is open to the pub-
NEWS Relates Changes "Roule Stipe Silk Stockings," which lie and to mebers of Wellesley 
said any girl who had never given College from 10·00 am to 6·00 E"eryone realizes Wellesley un- · · · · 
dergoes changes. The upperclass- herself the luxury of silk stockings p.m. 
men have observed the evolution. couldn't afford not to at these fan- · Sunday, November 3. Professor 
But perhaps no one realizes quite tastic prices. William Muehl of the Yale Univer-
how extensive the change between 1914: W's Awarded sity Divinity School will lead the 
the Wellesley community of today In 1914 Wellesley girls won W's chapel service. 11:00 a.m., Hough-
and the o.ne of 30 or 40 years ago in archery, basketball , golf, hockey, ton Memorial Chapel. 
has been. Examination of old is- running and tennis. In 1924 an Monday, November 4. John H. 
sues of the N ews (which has been alumna was married in the Hough- Ferguson will give the annual Mur, 
b h d ton Memorial Chapel. ray Seasongood lecture on "Twen-pu lis e weekly since 1914) re- A long-standing custom caused tieth Century Problems Confront-
vealed some startling things. h i·ng State and Local Governments" muc constern ation and criticism 
One article, written in 1924, start- this year. An editorial read "One at 7:-30 p.m. in Pendleton Hall . 
ed enthusiastically, "If you are glad feature of the first Saturday at col- Tuesday, November 5. The Ores· 
you belong to Wellesley come to l g · · ht th teia of Aeschylus, a fi'lm in Greek Al H 11 S t d O t 18 e e . . . Is a mg mare . . . e 
umnae a a ur ay, c · at eternal standing in line to pay tui - dialogue spons ored by the Greek 
7:30 - Faculty, Students and Alum · tion". department will be shown in 
na and join in celebrating "All p dl t H 11 t 7 30 All Progress? en e on a a : p.m. Wellesley Night." It then proceed-
ed to explain how everyone would In 1931 students were crusading Wednesday, November 6. Miss 
join in singing and fun. again but for a different cause. Eleanor Struppa, professor of 
"We do not want to seem exorbi, Choreography at Randolph Macon 
Tennis, Motoring on Sunday tant in our demands . There is, how- College, will speak on "Dance in 
"Tennis on Sunday would be agree- ever, a general feeling among the the_ Greek Theater" . Jewett Audi-
able and harmless," complained a student body that the request to I torium, 4:40 p.m. 
student in 1924. She believed that smoke in some p_rov~ded room in Wed!"esd~y, Novembi!r 6. K. L. s. 
with the new, liberal motoring reg- the campus dormitories should be Rao will discuss "Christianity: a 
ulations , other regulations should granted." Private Affair or Church Property: 
also be brought up to date . So Wellesley has undergone a Hindu View of Christ" in a In-
What were these liberal motor much change . But has it all been terfaith Forum Lecture at 7:30 p.m. 
regulations? "Students may return progress? It would seem that way. in Pendletono Hall. 
unchaperoned on Sunday until 7:30 But wait .. . one last quote from MOVIES 
p.m. Groups of students returning 1924, "The privilege of keeping a CLEOPATRA continues its run 
by automobile from approved plac- car at Wellesley is confined to I at the Music Hall. 
es must have their plans approved members of the Senior Class." Fr ederico Fellini's autobiographi-
b_y_t_h_e_D_i_r_ec_t_o_r_o_f_R_es_i_d_en_c_e_. _  (T_h_i_s_w_a_s_fo_r _ th_e_w_h_o_Ie__:y_e_ar!.:_) __ cal study of a film director , a*, is 
Narcotics ... 
Continued from Page Four 
tion: Crime or Disease, the Ameri, 
can Medical Association and the 
American Bar Association take the 
position that Narcotics Bureau 
methods have been relatively un-
successful and that the situation 
verified by the Senate findings 
"raises doubts concerning the wis-
dom of the prohibitory app roach 
to the problem of drug addiction!" 
As Morris Ploscowe, a New York 
judge , asserted, "The belief that 
fear of puni shmen t is a vital factor 
in deterr ing an addict from using 
dru gs rests upon a superficial view 
of the drug addiction process and 
the nature of addiction." 
Suggest British System 
The A .M.A. and the A.B.A. would 
like to see the British system insti-
tute d in a small area on a trial 
basis . This system consists essen-
tially of permitt ing addicts to be 
in the care of private physicians, a 
practice followed in most Western 
nations. It should be noted that the 
present American law makes it 
nearly imp ossible for doctors to 
treat addicts without riski ng heavy 
penalties. 
Harry Anslinger, a c t i n g as 
spokesman for the Narcotics Bur-
eau, while never quite admitting 
that a sensible approach to the 
problem other than his own exists, 
answered the committee report in 
no uncertain ter~ : "To the man 
of medicine . . . I say do not let 
the soft -hea rt ed cliqu e play down 
law enfor cement as if it were some -
thing in oppositio n to or a substi-
tute for your work . If you do, you 
may be wit her ing your own right 
arm ." 
Lo9ic Defi cient 
Anslinger then goes on to imply 
that the reason phy siciaJJs in gen-
era l would like to see the syst em 
change is the fa ct that a large num , 
her of doctors are th emselves ad-
dic ts. The ex-Commi ssioner 's logic 
here leaves something to be de-
sired . 
at the Park Street Cinema . 
LORD OF THE FLIE S, a film 
version of the popular William 
The laws themselves and the Golding novel, is at the Cinema in 
federal acts which made them pos- Kenmore Square . 
sible have also come under attack . THE LEOPARD, starring Burt 
Two relatively recent acts have Lancaster, is the dubbed version of 
outlawed th~ unauthorized pur- the Italian production at the Gary. 
chase , possession , and sale of drugs: Peter s e 11 e r s returns in 
the_ Boggs Act of 1952 and the Nar- HEAVENS ABOVE at the Exeter. 
cot1cs Control Act of 19~6.. The The Framingham Cinema is cur -
former set mandato~y minimum rently showing FOR LOVE OR 
sentences . for narcotics off~nses; MONEY with Kirk Douglas and 
the latt~r _mcreased the severity of Mitzi Gaynor. 
these mm1mu~. Elizabeth Taylor and Richard 
Objections to Laws 
James V. Benne tt, Director of the 
Federal Bureau of Pri sons when the Officers Callous 
Boggs Act was passed, remarked: Repetition of this experience -
"I feel the law is a mistake. It is and repetition is the rule rath er 
than the exception - can measur -
certainly a mistake so far as addicts ably shorten the victim's life ex-
are concerned. I feel tha t it has pectancy. It is also a recognized 
handicappe d our efforts to salvage practice (and incidentally one not 
and rehabilitate them and has com- denied by the police themselves) to r:~:~~d our institutional prob - question an addict while he is suf-
Assist ant U.S. Attorney General fering withdrawal symptoms in a 
modern version of the third de-
at the time of the 1956 Act, War- gree. 
re n Olney III objected to the nar- While it might be argued _ with 
cotics laws on the grounds that 
"they make no distinction between seemingly great success - that this 
sort of "cruel and unusual punish-
the violator who is a profiteering ment" is forbidden in the Bill of 
rack eteer and the violator who in Rights, law enforcement officers 
many ways is a victim of the drug are notably callous to such appeals. 
itself, the addict." Asked about this question , John 
Leaders Not Addicts Gutenknecht , States' Attorney for 
It is a well know fact that the Cook County, Illinois, replied, " .. . 
men at the top in the narcotics I must say the problem is so seri-
rings are not themselves addicts. ous that even if we must admit 
The laws, while they may be de- some of their, the addicts', civil 
signed to apply to those in power, rights are being violated, you have 
in practice are used mainly against to go along with a certain amount 
the small time addict-pusher. Over of that fringe violation, if you 
half of the narcotics defendants in know what I mean " 
fed eral courts are addicts, and the Addiction and Crime 
percentag e is higher in the lower This attitude is reflected in the 
courts. official publication of th e Nar -
In additiqn, . many add icts are cotics Bureau, which asserts that 
perse cut ed in the hysterica l rush the moment a man becomes an ad-
to cut down on the drug trade. The diet he goes toward becoming a 
flimsiest suspicion can jail an ad- th ief or worse . Opponents claim 
diet in from twenty four to forty- that it is precisely the legal in-
eight hours . At the end of that time , sistence that addiction is a crime 
if no charge is to be pressed, the which forces the addict to become 
addict will be released while he is a thief in order to supply himself 
undergoing the most acute with- with drugs 
drawal symptoms. Continued Next Week 
(Author of "Rally Rownd the Flag, Boys" 
and "Barefoot Boy With Cheek".) 
HOW SMALL CAN YOU GET? , 
Today let us address ourselve s to a question that has long rocked 
and roiled the academic world: I a student better off at a small 
college than at a large college? 
To answer this question it is necessary first to define terms. 
What , exactly, do we mean by a small college? Well sir, some 
say that in order to be called truly small, a college should have 
an enrollment of not more than four students. 
I surely have no quan·el with this tatement; a four-student 
college must unequivocally be called small. Indeed, I would 
even call it intime if I knew what intime meant. But I submit 
there is such a thing as being too small. Take, for instance, a 
recent unfortunate event at Crimscott A and M. 
Crimscott A and M, situ ated in a pleasant valley nestled 
between Philadelph ia and alt Lake City , was founded by 
A. and M. Crimscott, two brothers who left Ir eland in 1625 
to escape the potato famine of 1841. As a result of th eir fore-
sight, the Crimscott brothers never went without potato es for 
one single day of their lives- and mighty grateful they were! 
One night, full of gratitude after a wholesome meal of French 
fries, cottage fries, hash browns, antl au gratin, they decided 
to show their appreciation to this bountiful land of potatoes 
by endowing a college. But their generosity contained one 
stipulation: the enrollment of the college must never exceed 
four students. They felt that only by keeping the school this 
small could each student be assured of the personalized atten-
tion, the camaraderie, the esprit, that is all too often lacking in 
larger institutions of higher learning . 
Well sir, things went along swimmingly until one Saturday 
a few years ago. On this day Crimscott had a football game 
scheduled against Minnesota, its traditional rival. Football, 
as you can well imagine, was something of a problem at Crim-
scott, what with only four undergraduates in the entire college. 
It was easy enough to mu ster a backfield, but to find a good 
line- or even a bad line-baffled some of the most resourceful 
coaching minds in the nation . 
Well sir, on the morning of the big game against Minnesota, 
its traditional rival, a capricious fate dealt Crimscott a cruel 
blow-in fact, four cruel blows. Sigafoos, the quarterback, 
woke up that morning with an impacted incisor. Wrichards, 
the slotbac k, flunked his taxidermy exam and was declared in-
eligible. Beerbohm-Tree, the wingback-tailback, got his neck-
tie caught in his espresso machine. Yuld, the fullback, was 
stolen by gypsies. 
Consequently, none of the Crimscott team showed up at the 
football game, and Minnesota, its traditional rival, was able to 
score almost at will. Crimscott was so cross after this humiliating 
defeat that they immediately broke off football relation with 
Minne ·ota, its tradtional rival. This later became known as 
the acco-Vanzetti Case . 
o you can see how only four student s might be too meagre 
an enrollment . Th e number t hat I persona lly favor is twenty. 
Why? you ask . Because, I reply, when you have t wenty 
tudents and one of t hem open a pack of Marlbo ro Cigarettes, 
the re are enough to go around for everybody, and no one hus 
to be deprived of Ma rlboro's flavor, of Marlboro's filte r , of 
l\l !j.I'lboro's staunch and steadfa t companionship, and as a 
result you have a. student body that i · brimming with sweet 
content and amity and harmony and concord and togetherness 
and ·oft pack and Flip -Top box. 
That's why. © 1963 Mair. S hulman 
* * * 
Ther e are t wenty line cigare ttes in every pack of Marlboro s, 
and th ere are millions of packs of Marlboros in every on e of 
the fifty states of the Union. We, the makers of Marlboro and 
the sponsors of this column, hope you will try our wares soon. 
